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Introduction:  Telescopic and spacecraft observations 
of the surfaces of Jupiter’s moons have provided in-
formation on their composition, mostly from the spec-
tral analysis of the reflected light [1-4]. With the ex-
ception of Io, the surfaces of these bodies are made of 
crystalline and amorphous water ice and several highly 
hydrated salty phases whose nature is currently under 
debate in the scientific community [1 – 9]. As several 
potential chemistries are relevant for the surfaces of 
these moons, as much as for other bodies covered with 
hydrated salty phases, the laboratory work ongoing at 
the University of Bern intends to enlighten how differ-
ent salts mixed with water ice in different ways affect 
the reflectance. We prepared several samples by mix-
ing MgSO4, NaCl, MgCl2 and Na2SO4 with ices to bet-
ter constrain how these components, thought to be pre-
sent at global and/or local scale, can form hydrated 
phases depending on the preparation method, which 
roughly simulate processed for the production of re-
newed / pristine material at the surface of icy moons. 
The effects of the strong irradiation ongoing at the sur-
face of Jupiter’s moons are also investigated in the lab. 

Flash-frozen Salty ices: We have prepared solid slabs 
and granular ice samples with the different chemistries 
mentioned previously. Granular ices have been pro-
duced through a flash-freezing process (SPIPA setup 
from the University of Bern), by nebulizing droplets 
into liquid nitrogen [10], generating solidified phases 
of water and salts. This preparation process tends to 
simulate a production of particles through an active 
plume or geyser at, or close to, the surface. The water 
ice itself is not able to incorporate salt in its crystal 
lattice at ambient pressure, contrary to high pressure 
[11, 12]. Given the temperature reached with liquid 
nitrogen, particles solidify forming amorphous or 
glassy phases of salt and water. This process is de-
scribed in other fields of science [13] and demonstrates 
also to which extent a flash-freezing procedure gener-
ates highly complex particles, made of different phases, 
both amorphous and crystalline. 

Slabs of Salty ices: Starting from similar composition 
but simulating a slow freezing process, slabs of salty 
ices has been produced with different concentrations of 
salts, from low to saturated proportions (wt% of salt is 
varying in function of the salt). Around 15 ml of solu-
tions were placed in samples holder, covered with a lid 
adapted to the sample holder and placed in the freezer 

at –40°C for at least 15 hours. We identify the signa-
ture of different hydrates, regarding different salts, 
expected to form through slow crystallisation following 
their phase diagrams and thermodynamic equilibrium 
[14]. In this case, the ice itself has the time to expels 
salt outside its crystal. This procedure could be more 
relevant for ice produced either inside “hydrological” 
analogues systems inside ice shells, or at the interface 
of the ice shell and the global salty ocean. By letting 
slabs samples sublimate slowly in vacuum, absorptions 
bands related to the hydrated phases appeared. 

 

Figure 1: Reflectance spectra of slabs (green) and granular 
ices (red) made of two different brines containing water and 

12.5wt% of MgCl2. 

Figure 1 shows a comparison and evolutions between 
slabs (green) and granular ice (red) in the case of 
MgCl2. These samples have been produced from initial 
brines with 12.5wt% MgCl2. The two samples have 
several absorptions bands in common, such as the 1.46; 
1.81; 1.96 µm bands, previously described as absorp-
tion bands of MgCl2·nH2O [15] (for n ranging from 1 
to 12). Some other absorptions features are more spe-
cific however, for instance the absorption at 1.63 µm in 
MgCl2·xH2O (x = 4, 6, 8 or 12), exhibited by the slab 
but not the granular ice. On the contrary, the 1.56 µm 
absorption feature is well expressed in the granular ice 
and almost absent in the slab. Likewise, the absorption 
complex centred at 1.2 µm seems more “detailed” in 
the granular ice than in the slab.  
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The differences observed between these spectra are in 
part due to the particles themselves, in terms of size 
(e.g the difference of reflectance value from the pris-
tine slab and after 34 hours of slow sublimation). But 
also because the production process could generate 
different hydrated phases and in different proportion. 
The analyses and comparison between the granular 
flash-frozen particles and the slabs of brines is still 
under progress. More detailed results will be shown at 
the conference, for the other chemical species men-
tioned in the introduction.   

Irradiated Ices: As previously described in the litera-
ture, F and M-centres are well-known defects in alkali 
halides crystals [16], formed through electrons re-
placement in crystal lattice. Due to the coloration in-
duced by this effect, the relevance of this process for 
the surface of Europa has been strongly suggested [8, 
9]. We irradiated with energetic electrons (1 to 5 KeV) 
ices produced from a solution with 1wt% NaCl and a 
saturated solution of NaCl (~30wt%). The ice contain-
ing 30wt% of salt exhibits the F-centre (~460 nm) only, 
whereas the ice containing 1wt% of NaCl shows an 
absorption complex over the entire visible spectral 
range (Fig. 2).  

A possible explanation is related to the number of 
available sites to replace a Cl– ion by an electron. In 
the sample saturated with NaCl, there is, in comparison 
with the sample containing 1wt% of NaCl, a lot more 
Cl– emplacements. It therefore requires more electrons 
to replace all Cl– ions in a saturated sample than in one 
with lower salt concentration. 

 

Figure 2: Reflectance spectra of irradiated ices containing 
1wt% (green) and 30wt% (red) of NaCl. The blue spectrum 

is of a non-irradiated ice containing 1wt% of NaCl. 

To form M-centres, two electrons must take place in a 
Cl– site [17], which could be easier to do when the 

number of sites is reduced because of a lower concen-
tration of salt in the sample. Some of the electrons are 
certainly back-reflected whereas others are included in 
the lattice crystal to form M-centres. In the case of a 
saturated sample, it would require higher doses to gen-
erate M-centres via a saturation of the Cl– sites. Conse-
quently, with the intensity and time of irradiation, we 
were not able to produce M-centres, or not as much as 
we did during the irradiation of 1wt% NaCl sample, 
and then only observed the F-centres. 

Summary and Perspectives:  
This work demonstrates the major influence of the pro-
duction method on the spectroscopic properties of salty 
ices prepared as analogues for the surfaces of the icy 
moons. Indeed, the speed at which the samples crystal-
ize has a strong influence on their structure and hence 
on their spectro-photometry. Simulating irradiation 
conditions occurring at the surface of the icy moons 
reveals puzzling differences between the behaviours of 
different samples, some showing instant colorations 
whereas others do not show any sign of change after 
hours of irradiation. This is still under investigation 
and new series of experiments will have to be conduct-
ed to understand the systematics behind these behav-
iours. We also intend to pursue the irradiation experi-
ments with different analogues, varying the production 
process and the chemistry. Once validated, spectral 
data will be distributed through the DACE and 
SSHADe platforms (https://dace.unige.ch/lossySearch/ 
; https://www.sshade.eu/db/bypass). 
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